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Abstract
Purpose – Metal-cooled reactors generally use molten metals such as sodium, potassium or a
combination of sodium and potassium because of their excellent heat transfer properties so that the
reactor can operate at much lower pressures and higher temperatures. The purpose of this paper is to
investigate the stability of natural convection in an inclined ring ﬁlled with molten potassium under
the inﬂuence of a radial magnetism.
Design/methodology/approach – A numerical simulation of electrically conductive ﬂuid natural
convection stability is performed on an inclined cylindrical annulus under the inﬂuence of a radial magnetism.
The upper and lower walls are adiabatic, while the internal and external cylinders are kept at even
temperatures. The equations governing this ﬂuid system are solved numerically using ﬁnite volume method.
The SIMPLER algorithm is used for pressure-speed coupling in the momentum equation.
Findings – Numerical results for various effective parameters that solve the problem in the initial
oscillatory state are discussed in terms of isobars, isotherms and ﬂow lines in the annulus for a wide
range of Hartmann numbers (0 # Ha # 80), inclination angles (0 # g # 90°) and radii ratios l # 6.
The dependency stability diagrams between complicated situations with the critical value of the
Rayleigh number RaCr and the corresponding frequency FrCr are established on the basis of the
numeric data of this investigation. The angle of inclination and the radii ratio of the annulus have a
signiﬁcant effect on the stabilization of the magneto-convective ﬂux and show that the best
stabilization of the natural oscillatory convection is obtained by the intensity of the strongest
magnetic ﬁeld, the high radii ratio and inclination of the annulus at g = 30°.
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Practical implications – This numerical model is selected for its various applications in technology and
industry.

Originality/value – To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the inﬂuence of the inclination of the
cylindrical annulus (ring), with various radii ratio, on natural oscillatory convection under a radial magnetism
has never been investigated.

Keywords Magnetic ﬁeld, Numerical modeling, Inclined cylindrical annulus,
MHD stability oscillatory convection
Paper type Research paper

Nomenclature
Ar
B0
Br
D
F
g
H
Ha
J
Nu
P
Pr
Ra
r*,z*
ri,r0
t
Dt
T*
T
u*
w*
u,w

= aspect ratio H/D ();
= intensity of magnetic ﬁeld, Tesla;
= radial magnetic ﬁeld, Tesla;
= lengths (m);
= Lorentz force, N.m3;
= gravitational acceleration, m.s2;
= enclosure height, m
= Hartmann number (-);
= electric current density, A.m2;
= average Nusselt number ();
= dimensionless pressure ();
= Prandtl number ();
= Rayleigh number ();
= radial and axial coordinates, respectively;
= inner and outer radii, m;
= dimensionless time ();
= dimensionless time increment ();
= temperature, K;
= dimensionless temperature (-);
= radial velocity, m.s1;
= axial velocity, m.s1; and
= dimensionless radial and axial velocities, respectively ().

Greek symbols
a
b
g
l
k
r
t
s
y
c

= thermal diffusivity of the ﬂuid, m2.s1;
= thermal expansion coefﬁcient of the ﬂuid, K1;
= inclination of annulus, °;
= radii ratio ();
= thermal conductivity, m2.s1;
= density of the ﬂuid, kg.m3;
= time, s;
= electric conductivity, X1.m1;
= kinematic viscosity of the ﬂuid, m2.s1; and
= dimensionless stream function ().

Indices
Cr = critical;
C = cold;
EM = electromagnetic;

H = hot; and
r,z = radial and axial directions, respectively.

1. Introduction
Hydromagnetics or frequently used by the term of MHD is the dynamics of magnetic ﬁelds
in the electrically conducting ﬂuids such as liquid metals. On the basis that the conductive
ﬂow can support magnetic ﬁelds. The investigation of the effects of the magnetic ﬁeld has a
great interest in technical areas owing to its applications in industrial technology. These
applications include cooling nuclear reactors, controlling liquid metal ﬂow, high
temperature plasma, micro-MHD pumps, MHD power generators, drying and solidiﬁcation
of binary alloys and biological transport processes. Hydromagnetics studies have varied
and wide applications in channel and cavities, which explains the number of research found
in this ﬁeld with the consideration of different aspects. In the past few decades, natural
convection problems have been in notice of many researchers. It is used by various
industries as in the design of heat exchangers and to make solar cells. Natural convection in
an annular geometry has been investigated many including Afrand et al. (2015, 2014a,
2014b), Afsar et al. (2016), De Vahl et al. (1969), Kakarantzas et al. (2014), Mebarek-Oudina
and Bessaïh (2016), Sankar et al. (2006), Ali et al. (2017), Gourari et al. (2019), Öztop et al.
(2017), Safaei et al. (2018), Laouira et al. (2020), Shadlaghani et al. (2019) and others. Recently,
various studies on the effect of the magnetic ﬁeld have been carried out such as
Selimefendigil and Öztop (2016), Hamrelaine et al. (2019), Marzougui et al. (2020),
Purusothaman et al. (2016), Khan et al. (2020) and Raza et al. (2019, 2019).
Afrand et al. (2014a, 2014b) when examining the ﬂow of liquid under the inﬂuence of
magnetism in an inclined cylindrical ring, they discovered that the average Nusselt number
decreased with increasing Hartmann number when the magnetic ﬁeld was perpendicular to
the ring axis. Anil Lal and Kumar (2013) simulated natural convection in a vertical ring,
which is closed in the upper part and open in the lower part. A hot liquid was kept below the
open-end temperature, while the outer cylindrical surface of the ring was cooled to a low
temperature. They found that the heat transmission through the ring was subject to large
spatial ﬂuctuations. In addition, the correlation for the average Nusselt number and the
volume rate ﬂow was a function of the percentage gap ratio and the Rayleigh number.
Kakarantzas et al. (2011) investigated the natural MHD convection of a liquid metal in a
vertical ring with a ﬂow conducted by volumetric heating and the temperature difference
between the two cylindrical walls. Their results showed that the ﬂow has become laminar
but has lost its asymmetrical aspects thanks to stronger magnetism.
Sawada et al. (1993) experimentally studied natural convection in horizontal concentric
rings containing a magnetic liquid under uneven magnetism. The effects of the direction and
intensity of magnetism have been clariﬁed. Wall temperature distribution was observed
when the gradient of magnetism was applied vertically downwards, while reverse natural
convection occurred when the gradient of magnetism was applied vertically upwards. Singh
and Singh (2012) presented the exact solutions for a non-transient natural convection in a
vertical concentric annulus that was opened under a radial magnetic ﬁeld. They exhibited
the possibility of controlling the behaviour of the liquid ﬂow through the intensity of the
magnetism and through the space between the cylinders. In other research, Singh et al.
(1997) showed that when the distance between the cylinders was less than or equal to the
radius of the inner cylinder, the speed and temperature of the ﬂuid were higher in an
isothermal state than in a constant heat ﬂux. The inverse phenomenon occurred for the other
gaps. Teimouri et al. (2015) examined the natural convection of molten potassium in a long
horizontal ring under the inﬂuence of a radial magnetism. It has been shown that increasing
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the radii ratio reduces the inﬂuence of the magnetic ﬁeld on natural convection. Wrobel et al.
(2010) analyzed experimentally and numerically convection in an annular shell with a round
rod core and a cylindrical outer wall ﬁlled with a paramagnetic liquid. They found that the
magnetism inﬂuenced and generated heat transfer more efﬁciently than the Rayleigh
number.
Metal-cooled reactors generally use molten metals such as sodium, potassium or a
combination of sodium and potassium because of their excellent heat transfer properties so
that the reactor can operate at much lower pressures and higher temperatures. The aim of
this study is to investigate the stability of natural convection in an inclined ring ﬁlled with
molten potassium under the inﬂuence of a radial magnetism. This numerical model is
selected for its various applications in technology and industry. As far as we know, the
inﬂuence of the inclination of the cylindrical annulus(ring) with different radii ratios on
natural oscillatory convection under a radial magnetism has never been investigated. The
study is carried out in an oscillating state for several cases: ring inclination ( g = 0°, 30°, 60°
and 90°), radii ratio, l # 6 and with different intensity of the radial magnetism. The critical
Rayleigh number RaC and the corresponding frequency FrCr, which are associated with
different angles of inclination of the ring, radii ratio and Hartmann numbers, are determined
in each case and discussed. The article is structured as follows: Section 2 contains
information on geometry and mathematical formulation. The numerical method used for the
calculation is given in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the effects of the grid and the validation
code. The results and the discussion are presented in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are
drawn.
2. Mathematical formulation
The geometry considered is an inclined cylindrical annulus designed by two concentric
cylinders of outer and inner radii, ro and ri, correspondingly (Figure 1). The internal and
external cylinders are kept at isothermal temperatures, but at different temperatures, TH
and TC, correspondingly. The upper and lower walls are adiabatic. The ring (annulus) is
ﬁlled with a small number of Prandtl liquids (Pr = 0.072). The two-dimensional cylinder
coordinates (2 D) (r, z) with their corresponding speed components (u, w) are shown in
Figure 1. The inclination of the ring is also taken into account with a variable angle g . The
even magnetism applied orthogonally to the direction r, by using y =D,TH*  TC* D = r0  ri,
D2 =y , r ðy =DÞ2 , as typical scales for velocities (m.s1), temperature (K), lengths (m), time (s)
and pressure (N. m2), respectively. The equations for the Newtonian Boussinesq liquid
z,w
TC
S2

r,u
S3

Figure 1.
Geometry of physical
problem. S1, S2, S3
and S4 are local
positions of the
monitoring points

S1

B

S4

ri
TH

ro

g
H

γ

written after neglecting the viscous and Ohmic dissipations in the 2 D cylinder coordinates
(r, z) as follows in the form without dimensions (Mebarek-Oudina and Bessaïh, 2014):
Dimensionless continuity equation:
1 @ ðruÞ @w
þ
¼ 0;
(1)
r @r
@z
Dimensionless momentum equation:r-component:
!
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Dimensionless energy equation:
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The following non-dimensional variables are used:
 
 
  2
D2
r*  ri
z*
y
y
y
*
*
*
;z ¼ ;u ¼ u
;w¼w
;P ¼ P
r
;T
t ¼ t= ; r ¼
y
D
D
D
D
D
¼

T *  TC*
:
TH*  TC*

where FEMr is the Lorentz force component in r direction, which is obtained using the
equation: F = J  B, where B and J are the magnetic ﬁeld and electric current vectors,
respectively (Mebarek-Oudina and Bessaïh, 2014; Mebarek-Oudina and Bessaïh, 2019;
Mebarek-Oudina, 2017; Mebarek-Oudina, 2019; Raza et al., 2018; Raza et al., 2020; Raza et al.,
2019; Selimefendigil et al., 2019; Mebarek-Oudina and Makinde, 2018; Mebarek-Oudina et al.,
2020). The expression of this component is as follows:
FEMr ¼  Ha2  u;

(5)

The following non-dimensional parameters:
Pr ¼

Ha ¼ B0  D

y
is the Prandtl number;
a

(6)

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s = r y the Hartmann number;

(7)
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Ra ¼

g b ðTH  TC ÞD3
is the Rayleigh number;
ya

(8)

H
the aspect ratio;
D

(9)

r0
the radii ratio:
ri

(10)

Ar ¼
and

l ¼

The relevant initial and boundary conditions are as follows:at
t ¼ 0 ; u ¼ w ¼ T ¼ 0;

(11)

at Cold inner wall u ¼ w ¼ 0T ¼ 0;

(12a)

at Hot outer wall u ¼ w ¼ 0T ¼ 1;

(12b)

@T
¼ 0;
@z

(12c)

for t  0,

at Bottom adiabatic wall u ¼ w ¼ 0

at Top adiabatic wall u ¼ w ¼ 0

@T
¼ 0;
@z

(12d)

The heat transmission rate is articulated by the average Nusselt number at the hot
cylindrical wall as follows:

Nujr¼1

1
¼
Ar

A
ðr

Nu  dz;

(13)

0

whereNu ¼ @@rT jr¼1 is the local Nusselt number.
The stream function is deﬁned as follows:
u¼

1@ c
1@ c
;w ¼ 
:
r @z
r @r

All symbols used in this section are deﬁned in the nomenclature section.

(14)

3. Numerical procedure
FORTRAN computer code is used in this document to governed equations numerically
using the ﬁnite volume method. Vector sizes are stored on the faces of each volume, while
scalar sizes are stored in the centre of the control volume. The terms diffusion and
convection in equations are discretized using a central second-order difference scheme. A
very important references are available in the literature to resolve equations (1)–(4) as Lewis
(1996), Navti et al. (1998), Lewis et al. (2004), Bevan et al. (2016), Lewis et al. (1991), Lewis
et al. (1991), Nithiarasu et al. (2016) and Farhan et al. (2020).
Together with the SIMPLER algorithm, a step grid system is used to ﬁnd the pressure of
the continuity equation. Coupled systems of discretized equations are elucidated with the
line-wise three-dimensional matrix algorithm (TDMA) (Patankar, 1980). Convergence is
declared when the maximum relative change between two successive iteration levels falls
below 105.
To condense the numerical errors, the irregular grid with the Dr and Dz increments is
selected on the basis of geometric progressions of the ratio of 1.07, which enables the
improvement of the grid close to the wall, in the Hartmann layer, where there are large speed
and temperature gradients.
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4. Grid study and validation
Different grid sizes are scrutinized to ensure results of grid independence. The grids tested
are shown in Figure 2. The outcomes are obtained for the inclined ring with Ar = 3, l = 6.0
and g = 30°, which contains liquid metal with Pr = 0.072. In addition, Rayleigh and
Hartmann numbers are 107 and 40, respectively.
The grid independence tests are shown in Figure 2, which contains the radial
temperature distribution without dimensions T in the center of the ring for different grids.
Here relatively low error occurs between the two 102  102 and 142  142 meshes. No more
than 2% indicate that it offers the same numerical solution to the problem. The grid used
therefore has 102  102 nodes. This grid is believed to show the best compromise between
computation time and accuracy. The estimations were taken up on a PC with a 3 GHz CPU.
Therefore, the average processing time for a typical case was about 3 h.
To approve the present numeric data, simulations of the current model are veriﬁed and
compared with the existing results available in the literature. In the absence of magnetic
ﬁeld, the numerical results for different Rayleigh numbers are obtained. A good agreement
1
42 x 42 nodes
62 x 62 nodes
82 x 82 nodes
102 x 102 nodes
142 x 142 nodes

0.8

T

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0.2

0.4

0.6

r

0.8

1

1.2

Figure 2.
Dimensionless
temperature T with r
in the middle of the
annulus for various
grids
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is found between our numerical data and also the one in De Vahl et al. (1969), Kumar and
Kalam (1991), Sankar et al. (2006) and Afrand et al. (2015). The comparison is presented in
Figure 3, where the trend of the overall heat transfer rate increases with Ra, in the same
manner with the approximated curves for all references. In the presence of magnetism, our
code is validated with that of Sankar et al. (2006) and the comparison is shown in Figure 4.
The heat transfer is suppressed by the application of magnetic ﬁeld. From equation (8),
one can calculate the Nu on the hot wall. The value of Nusselt numbers decreases with the
increase of Ha. This result is the same to the result found by Sankar et al. (2006). Figure 4
reveals a good agreement between current results and those of Sankar et al. (2006).

5. Results and discussion
This article presents a numerical study of the natural convection stability of magneto-liquid
in an inclined cylindrical ring with vertical walls that are heated and cooled isothermally,
and also with the upper and lower adiabatic walls. Simulations are carried out for a wide
range of inclination angle (0 # g # 90), Hartmann number (0 # Ha # 80) and molten
potassium (Pr = 0.072). The annulus of aspect ratio Ar= 3 and radii ratio l = 6 are used in
sectors such as the pipe industry, power generation, heat exchangers and so on
(Kakarantzas et al., 2011; Afrand et al., 2015).
14
Present numerical data
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Comparison of
current results for
heat transfer (Nu)
with data in the
literature (Ar = 1,
l = 2 and Pr = 0.7)
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5.1 Results without magnetic ﬁeld
The source of instability is the collaboration between the central vertex and the smaller
vortices. The chief goal of the study is to determine the critical Rayleigh RaCr number from
which the ﬂow will oscillate. A number of numerical calculations are performed by increasing
the Rayleigh numbers to obtain physical instabilities after the numerical instabilities have been
removed. Due to physical instability, the amplitudes of the vibrations endure the ones at two
dimensionless time step Dt and Dt/2 (Mebarek-Oudina and Bessaïh, 2016).
Figure 5 shows an example of the test used in this investigation for Ha = 0, g = 30° and
l = 6. The outcomes of the 2-D time steps Dt, Dt/2 are quite similar. Figure 6 shows the
development over time of the temperature without dimensions T, the ﬂow function c , the
radial speed u and the axial speed w in the probe S3 for Racr = 4  106 and g = 30°. The ﬂow
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Figure 5.
Temporal evolutions
of the dimensionless
radial velocity
component u at
monitoring point S3
and g = 30°
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Figure 6.
Time evolution of the
axial velocity
component w, radial
velocity component u,
stream function c
and temperature T at
S3 for Racr = 4  106,
g = 30° and Ha = 0
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swings around the averages in a simple periodic manner. All quantities used in this ﬂuid
domain probe are identiﬁed by a speciﬁc signal. One can note that the effects of temporal
resolution are examined using successive time steps until no differences in the amplitude of
the vibrations are observed. Unsurprisingly, the amplitude of the temperature without
dimensions T is small compared to other quantities without dimensions u, w and c . Phase
portraits are used during the calculations to conﬁrm that the amplitudes are unvarying or
the sinusoidal nature of the temporal developments. They are generally used to check an
intuitive and reliable movement regime.
Phase portraits are closed circuits with leading harmonics, which indicates that the
almost periodic ﬂow rate is achieved. Figure 7 shows the components of the dimensionless
velocity in the phase planes (u, w) in the probe S3 for g = 30° and l = 6. In this way, the
oscillation character seen in the time evolution curves is justiﬁed by the cyclical deviation of
the numerous parameters. The oscillation frequency for the critical value is attained using
the discrete Fourier transform of a certain number N, which must be a power of 2. This
transformation is multiplied by half of its conjugate size to obtain the density of the power

γ = 30°, λ = 6, Ar = 3 and RaCr = 4 × 10 6
– 0.5

–1

u
Figure 7.
Phase plot presenting
the variation between
u and w for Ha = 0,
g = 30°, l = 6, Ar =
3 and RaCr = 4  106
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Figure 8.
Power spectrum of
the radial velocity
component u, for RaCr
=4  106, g = 30°
and Ha = 0. FrCr =
69.33, represent the
criticize frequency
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– 0.001
65
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Frequency, F
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spectrum (E) as a function of the oscillation frequencies F, deﬁned by F = M/(NDt), where Dt
is the time step without dimensions and M = 0, 1, 2. . .N/2.
The E(F) values signify stairs of different sizes; in this case we use the decimal log. Note
that in this study the peak of the energy spectrum, which agrees to the maximum frequency
Fcr for N = 216 and Dt = 2  106(Figure 8), displays the critical frequency of the oscillations
for this case of the oscillation ﬂow, here 69.33 (Mebarek-Oudina and Bessaïh, 2016; MebarekOudina and Bessaïh, 2014; Mebarek-Oudina, 2017). To elucidate the behavior of the
oscillatory ﬂow, we combine the temporal development of the dimensionless radial velocity
u at probe S3 for a period with the development of the ﬂow structure (isotherm and
streamline) at different dimensionless moments: ta, tb and tc, for Racr = 4  106, g = 30°, l =
6 and Ha = 0 (Figure 9). The ﬂow ﬁeld has many cells. The size of these cells expands and
gradually shrinks over time (ta, tb and tc).
At time ta, the structure characterized by recirculation cells (dashed lines) in middle with
a positive mass ﬂow and another secondary recirculation cells located at the two sides of the
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Time evolution of the
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annulus. Here, the structure of streamlines at the time tb is equal at the time tc, which implies
that the ﬂow is periodic.
Variation of the maximum stream function of the ﬂuid with cavity inclination for l = 6,
Ar = 3 and Ha = 0 is shown in Figure 10. The effect of inclination on the stream function is
clearly depicted in this ﬁgure. This illustrates the relative insensitivity of the maximum
stream function with inclination angle. At different cavity inclination, the stream function
c max increases with inclination angles and it is the result of stronger buoyancy forces in the
higher inclination of annulus.
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and streamlines for
different radii ratio at
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Notes: (a) Isotherms, T; (b) isobars, P; (c) streamlines, ψ

5.2 Results with magnetic ﬁeld
5.2.1 Eﬀect of magnetic ﬁeld. The impact of the magnetism is used into the momentum and the
equations of potential by the Hartmann number. The radial magnetism has a decent ability to
stabilize convective ﬂows, with the radial Lorentz force reducing the speed of the particles.
To give the effect of the radial magnetic ﬁeld on oscillatory ﬂow in inclined annulus, we have
demonstrated the development of critical Rayleigh number and corresponding frequency for
dissimilar Hartmann number with inclination angle of annulus, g = 30°, Ar = 3 and l = 6
(Figure 11). Here, the Hartmann number variation has a noteworthy consequence on the
stabilization of the ﬂow. From this ﬁgure, the critical Rayleigh number and its corresponding
frequency increased with Hartmann number. Clearly, better stabilization is found for strongest
magnetic ﬁeld, Ha = 80. Moreover, for all inclination angles, the inﬂuence of the magnetism on
natural convection stability of ﬂuid has almost the same trend.
5.2.2 Eﬀect of radii ratio. At onset of oscillatory state of the ﬂow detected for critical
Rayleigh number and ﬁxed dimensionless time, the stream lines, isobars and isotherms for
diverse values of l , Ha =40 and g = 30° are shown in Figure 12.
Figure 12 shows the inﬂuence of the radii ratio on the ﬂow patterns, isobars and
isotherms inside the annulus. As revealed by this ﬁgure for all radii ratios (l ), the isotherms
are parallel with few deformations for each radii ratio. The pressure is low on the right of
annulus and high at left. Lines at constant pressure are approximately vertical in both cases.
At a certain point, pressure gradients are high and capable of overcoming buoyancy; the
ﬂow is separated to create the secondary vortex cells. With the escalation of radii ratio (l ),
the isobar lines become parallel and the value of isobars decrease. The natural convection is
reduced by the application of stronger magnetic ﬁeld and/or with the increasing of radii
ratio. Also, for each radii ratio the ﬂow is characterized by a special stream lines. In this
ﬁgure, the results are presented and arranged to demonstrate clearly the effect of radii ratio.
Figure 13 presents a stability diagram (RaCr-Ha) for different values of radii ratio and
inclination angle of the annulus g = 60°, clearly the better stabilization is found for higher
radii ratio, l = 6, for all Hartmann numbers used in this investigation. With a good
observation of this stability diagram, we remark that the radii ratio is more effective to
stabilize the ﬂow than the magnetic ﬁeld intensity. With increasing radii ratio, the inﬂuence
of magnetic ﬁeld on natural convection reduces. For example, the value of RaCr for l = 2 and
Ha # 40 is inferior or of the order to that for l = 4 without magnetic ﬁeld. From Figure 13,
the best stabilization is found for higher radii ratio and strongest magnetic ﬁeld.
5.2.3 Eﬀect of inclination angles. In this case, the results are arranged and presented to
demonstrate clearly the effect of inclination angles.
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Figure 14 displays a comparison amongst the case of different inclination angles, radii ratio l = 6
and radial magnetic ﬁeld (Ha= 0, 10, 20, 40 and 80). Clearly better stabilization is established
when g = 30°. For all inclination angles of annulus, the increasing of critical Rayleigh number
with the values of Hartmann number. This growth is very clear for the case of g = 30°.
Variation of the maximum stream function of the ﬂuid with cavity inclination for l = 6,
Ar = 3 and Ha = 40 is shown in Figure 15. The same result found without magnetic ﬁeld is
obtained with the application of magnetic ﬁeld. Furthermore, for all Hartmann numbers and
radii ratio, the inﬂuence of the maximum stream function on the inclination angles of
annulus has almost the same trend.
Figure 16 shows clearly the effect of inclination angles of annulus for isotherms and
streamlines. At onset of oscillatory instability, Ha = 40 and l = 6, the isotherms and
streamlines distributions are presented at diverse inclination angles from g = 0° to g = 90°.
Inspection of isotherms in diverse inclination angles makes it clear that the isotherms are
perpendicular at g = 0° and 60°, parallels with few deformations for g = 30° and parallels
with persistent deformations for 90°. With the presence of radial magnetic ﬁeld (Ha = 40),
the temperature ﬁeld is very signiﬁcant. Figure 16 displays the existence of the convective
manner compared to the diffusive mode for g = 0°, 60° and 90° (deformation of the
isotherms). The iso-contours pattern of dimensionless stream function is characterized by
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one large cell with positive quantities for g = 90° and 60°, and negative quantities for
g = 0°. For g = 30°, two small cells with positive quantities appear in the middle of annulus.
With the increase of inclination angles, the maximum stream line increases.
6. Conclusion
The following conclusions are drawn from the study:
 The natural convection stability inside the annulus depends sturdily on the radii
ratio, magnetism, inclination angles and critical Rayleigh number.
 The best stabilization is found for the inclination angle of annulus, g = 30°.
 With the increasing of radii ratio, the value of isobars decreases.
 The increase in the critical numbers of Ra and the corresponding frequencies with
the Hartmann number. For diverse radii ratios, angles of inclination and directions
of the magnetism, the magnetism has a stabilizing effect.
 The increase of radii ratio is more effective to stabilize the ﬂow than the magnetic
ﬁeld intensity.
 For all cases, the stream function c max increases with inclination angles.
 The ﬁnest stabilization of oscillatory convection is obtained for the strongest
intensity of magnetic ﬁeld, high radii ratio and at the inclination of the annulus
g = 30°.
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